For Group:

At the weekend we have completed the Requirements Analysis Report. In the Wednesday meeting we have decided that we must look through last year's initial design reports. We have planned to do some implementation work next week.

Yağız:

I have looked over three past initial design reports which were prepared last year. These reports belong to Dirty Pixel, Ters Yazılım and Acme. I have got ideas about how to write an initial design report. Next week I will continue learning JSP and start learning some useful things for GUI design.

Kutlu:

Briefly, last week I have looked through the last year’s initial design reports and tried to understand the format.

Serhat:

This week I sought how to compose an initial design report. To understand initial design report’s structure, I have searched last year’s initial design reports like my group friends. Those groups are Karınca Teknoloji, Ö zgür Yazılım, and Sanzatu Yazılım. Also, I will attempt to deploy a Jabber server on an Apache server.

Caner:

This week I have read three initial design reports of the last year's project groups: open mind, Migrosoft and Moon Software Solutions. I understood the general concept about the writing initial design reports and I saw the differences between the reports. I have collected information about 'What must be included', 'what can be included' and 'in which format report
must be written'. With this information from now on I and my friends easily continue our researches about the technologies we will use and start to implement some basic parts. This week I will also try to make more researches about Jabber and hopefully we will get ready for our incoming "Instant messaging workshop."